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This paper summarises recent developments in in situ TEM instrumentation and operation conditions.The focus of the discussion
is on demonstrating how improved understanding of fundamental physical phenomena associated with nanowire or nanotube
materials, revealed by following transformations in real time and high resolution, can assist the engineering of emerging electronic
and optoelectronic devices. Special attention is given to Si, Ge, and compound semiconductor nanowires and carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) as one of the most promising building blocks for devices inspired by nanotechnology.

1. Introduction

Every aspect of basic nanoscale science as well as com-
mercial production of nanotechnologies is dependent upon
the capacity of instruments and methodologies to measure,
sense, fabricate, and manipulate matter at the nanoscale.
Microscopy has the advantage over other characterisation
techniques (e.g., bulk spectroscopy or electrical testing) in
that it is descriptive, producing images of objects that are
directly related to their structure, morphology, and compo-
sition, and hence it directly uncovers spatial heterogeneities.
Nowadays, lattice resolution images of crystalline materi-
als are acquired routinely by high resolution transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) using conventional TEM optics.
In the last few years, the state-of-the-art has become the
sub-Angstroms resolution imaging and analysis, achieved
through the use of image or probe aberration-corrected TEM
instruments [1]. Using the ability of forming an extremely
small and intense electron probe within aberration-corrected
scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM), quan-
tifiable images of atomic columns and indeed atom-by-atom
visualisation have been demonstrated [2].

Observing processes “on site” as they are occurring and
under changing external stimuli is the paramount goal of in
situ time resolved techniques. Various in situ and operandi

techniques have emerged and are gaining importance in
different areas of science and engineering. In the field of
nanoscience and nanotechnology, there are only a handful
of techniques that can merge extreme spatial resolution with
the possibility of in situ real-time detection. Among them,
in situ electron microscopy is probably the most versatile
and mature technique, and it has been a topic of separate
workshops, dedicated books, and extended reviews [3–12].
It emerged in the 1960s, driven by the technology needs
to examine stability and radiation damage of materials for
aviation, nuclear reactors, and space exploration. In the
past, it was not rare that dynamical changes were observed
as unwanted outcomes of examinations when highly ener-
getic (1MeV) electron beams were used, hence supplying
important information on radiation damage inmaterials [13].
Nowadays, almost every aspect of nanoscale discovery and
nanotechnology-driven processes can benefit from the in situ
TEM technique. Due to its extreme spatial resolution, it is not
surprising that in situ TEM is responsible for the discovery of
completely new transformation phenomena in systems such
as clusters of atoms, nanoparticles, nanotubes, or nanowires
that are difficult to examine by other in situ characterisation
techniques.

One-dimensional materials such as nanowires and nan-
otubes are intrinsically miniaturised; the magnitude of the
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material is confined to a length of less than 100 nm in two
dimensions. This makes them ideally suited for experiments
within a transmission electron microscope, minimizing the
need for elaborated sample thinning. Undoubtedly, this is
not the only reason to examine nanowires by electron
microscopy. Nanowires and nanotubes possess properties
governed by theirminiaturised dimensions and large surface-
to-bulk ratio that afford them a fundamental scientific inter-
est. Technologically, nanowires, and in particular semicon-
ductor nanowires, have a vast range of potential applications,
including electronic (logic devices, diodes), photonic (laser,
photodetector), biological (sensors, drug delivery), energy
(batteries, solar cells, thermoelectric generators), and mag-
netic (spintronic, memory) devices [34–37]. On the other
hand,metallic nanowires andnanotubes can both act as inter-
connects for the transport of charge carriers as well as active
device elements, for example, as biochemical or gas sensors
[38].The emergence of nanotechnology and the development
of these fascinating applications rely on the rational control
over the electronic and optical properties of nanowires
and the chemical synthesis (including the adjustment of
the morphology, size, and material composition in various
nanowire structures), all of which can only be observed by
electron microscopy due to the finite size of nanowires.

Electron microscopy investigations accompany almost
every publication concerning nanowire or nanotube growth,
assembly and integration into functioning devices, hence
the application of electron microscopy to the study of one-
dimensional nanoscalematerials has been reviewed [39]. One
can identify three levels of information supplied by electron
microscopy: initial studies of the nanowire or nanotube
dimensions, overall composition, and crystallinity (single,
polycrystalline, or amorphous). These are directly obtained
by conventional TEM imaging (normally through mass-
thickness or diffraction contrast imaging under bright field
conditions), energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis, and
selected area electron diffraction (SAED). This type of infor-
mation, if statistically relevant, is used to provide important
feedback that is used for rational design of growth conditions
or postgrowth processing steps for a particular application.
The second type of information ismore detailed and concerns
in-depth characterisation of nanowire growth directions,
surface faceting and passivation, intermixing and impurity
concentrations, and last but not least various types of crystal-
lographic defects that may exist in the nanowire or nanotube
structure. Such characterisation is normally associated with
more complex nanowire or nanotube topologies such as core-
shell nanowires, axially heterostructured nanowires, and
surface functionalised nanowires. Such type of information
is provided by phase contrast imaging, weak beam dark field
(WBDF) imaging, nanobeam or convergent beam electron
diffraction (CBED), and examinations of different nanowire
tilt angles and nanowire cross-sections.When complimented
by high resolution elemental mapping using fine scanning
electron probes combined with EDX or electron energy loss
spectroscopy (EELS), almost full description of nanowire
structure and composition is obtained. This type of informa-
tion is important for devising nanowire functionality, provid-
ing an understanding of thematerial properties that affect the

electronic or optical response of nanowire-fabricated devices.
The third level of information that can be obtained by electron
microscopy studies is related to direct advancement of our
understanding of the surface energetics and the formation
mechanisms of one-dimensional materials, as well as to their
interaction and response to external stimuli that are of tech-
nological relevance. In this case, it is required to answer two
fundamental questions. (i) How can atoms or other building
blocks be rationally assembled into structures with nanosized
diameters butmuch longer lengths or, in other words, how do
nanowires grow? (ii)What are the intrinsic properties of these
structures, such as strength, conductivity, melting point,
and phase diagrams and how do these properties depend
on diameter, structure and composition under exposure to
varying external stimuli?

These are the main questions which this paper addresses
by presenting a comprehensive summary of recent advances
in the in situ TEM instrumentation and associated operation
as well as by highlighting studies that brought progress in rec-
ognizing the major key factors at play when growing, trans-
forming, or influencing the function of one-dimensional
structures. The transformations triggered by the electron
beam radiation, although intriguing due to the ability to
precisely modify materials structure, demonstrating single
atom transformations in some occasions [40], are excluded
from the discussion. Special attention is given to Si, Ge, and
compound semiconductor nanowires and carbon nanotubes
(CNTs) as one of the most promising building blocks for
devices inspired by nanotechnology. The focus of the paper
is on in situ TEM studies of dynamic transformations that are
directly associated with the future manufacture of nanowire-
or nanotube-based electronic devices such as FETs, phase
change memory, Li-ion batteries, and NEMs.

2. In Situ TEM Instrumentation and Operation

Modern in situ electron microscopy is only made possible by
the recent advances in the electron microscopy instrumenta-
tion. Recent years have seen not only the development of ded-
icated designs and modifications of the electron microscope
columns but also the immense improvement of auxiliary
attachments such as dedicated holders, stages, and reaction
cells for various in situ processes. Nowadays, instruments
and attachments for in situ electron microscopy are not only
laboratory-made systems but are also commercially available.
In this section, a review of the modern instrumentation for
in situ TEM is given, including the development of dedi-
cated environmental TEM systems, various TEM stages for
applying thermal, electrical, and mechanical stimuli within
the TEM. The operation of the aberration-corrected optics
for in situ electron microscopy, and ultrafast in situ electron
microscopy instrumentation will also be briefly discussed.

In general, specimen and microscope requirements for
in situ TEM or STEM imaging are not much different from
those of conventional TEM or STEM operation. The major
difference is in the ability of applying external conditions
and influences (stimuli) inducing changes in the specimen
and some method of recording and analyzing the resulting
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dynamic responses. At present, most TEM systems are
equipped with a charge-coupled device (CCD) able to
operate at very fast rates as well as with television- (TV-) rate
cameras.These can record images down to about several tens
of milliseconds. Any cause of a substantial drift, bending, or
tilting of the specimen during recording images is a major
limiting factor for high resolution dynamic observations.This
will make subsequent interpretation, extracting any time-
dependent differences in the sample evolution being very
limited and prone to errors.Therefore, it is important to opti-
mise the stability of the system (sample, holder, and electron
optics) to the best of our abilities. Obviously, these limitations
will be minimised if we have the possibility to record images
at very fast acquisition rates as within the ultrafast electron
microscope (UFEM). Experiments on picosecond, or even
femtosecond time scales, have been carried out by applying
pulsed electron beam synchronised with transformations in
the sample triggered by ultrafast laser beams. This advance is
based on fundamentally different concept of timed coherent
single-electron packets, or electron pulses, which are liber-
ated with femtosecond durations delivered by lasers coupled
to the electron source. When the emission of the picosecond
laser coupled to the electron source is clocked with the
one used to stimulate the sample, dynamic transformations
with extreme temporal resolution, for example, ultrafast
TEM, can be obtained. The operation and examples of using
ultrafast electron microscopy, including the benefits of using
aberration-corrected electron optics, for studying nano- and
picosecond dynamics of various processes have already been
reviewed and described in specialised books [12, 41, 42].
These will not be covered in the following sections of this
paper. It is important to note that this technique opens
an exciting opportunity of observing transformations and
reactions that happen at femtosecond time scale which
when coupled to the existing extreme spatial resolution
of aberration-corrected instruments will transform in
situ electron microscopy into dynamic molecular/atomic
observatory, visualising atoms, and molecules reacting.

2.1.The Environmental In Situ TEM. Ever since the discovery
of the electron microscope in 1930s, a goal has been to
image samples in different environments (gas or liquid, and
not exclusively in high vacuum) as easy as with an optical
microscope but with much higher resolving power [43].
Conventional electron microscopes require high vacuum
(10−6 Torr or higher) within the specimen chamber, both to
allow the operation of the electron source and to minimise
scattering other than from the sample. On the other hand,
many processes with fundamental importance in thematerial
science, such as, for example, crystal growth or catalytic pro-
cesses, are taking part at atmospheric or higher gas pressures.
A standard characterisation protocol for studying kinetics
of such processes by TEM is to sample specimens, ex situ,
at different reaction times. Unfortunately, detailed dynamic
information of the key transformations during, for example,
vapour-liquid solid growth or gas phase catalytic reactions is
only possible to obtain by performing in situ reactions within
the TEM.This led to the development of a dedicated electron

microscope and a corresponding technique called environ-
mental electron microscopy [5, 14]. Typically, this technique
is used to describe the operation of the electronmicroscope at
reduced vacuum by allowing different reaction gases includ-
ing “wet” inert gases to be introduced in the sample chamber.
Herein, the discussion will focus on the development of
the environmental TEM (E-TEM). On the other hand, the
environmental scanning electron microscopy (E-SEM) has,
nowadays, become almost conventional mode of operation,
and this capability is readily available on many SEM systems
provided by all major electron microscopy suppliers.

In order to introduce different gas environments within
the sample compartment of the TEM, respectively, STEM,
there are generally two ways to accommodate the excessive
gas pressures: (i) to modify the entire electron column
(the electron optics and the vacuum system) and (ii) to
use specially designed sample cells where the excessive gas
pressure is only contained in a very close vicinity of the
examination volume. The first approach adds a differential
pumping system to the electron column, which makes the
systemmuchmore expensive, with higher maintenance costs
compared to the regular TEM systems. The advantage is
the possibility to obtain high resolution imaging, sample
tilting, and heating.The second approach is muchmore price
efficient and simple and requires minimal or no modification
of the TEM column itself. Obvious disadvantage is that the
region around the sample has increased thickness due to the
introduction of additional layers to sustain the gas pressure
around it, which limits the obtainable resolution during the
imaging.The first practical example of E-TEM instrument for
high resolution imaging has been developed by Boyes and
Gai in 1997, based on modification of the electron column
of a Philips CM30 high resolution TEM [14, 44]. The design
of the system (see schematics in Figure 1(a)) included radial
holes in the objective pole pieces for the first stage of the
differential pumping and the number of apertures separating
the regular sample chamber from the rest of the column
by differential pumping lines. The differential pumping was
achieved by connecting molecular drag pumps (MDPs) or
turbomolecular pumps (TMPs) between the apertures. Since
then, FEI [45], Hitachi [15], and JEOL [46] all developed
dedicated E-TEM instruments, which are generally all based
on this approach. Most importantly, they are now commer-
cially available and can be assembled on demand. Although
being much more expensive than the conventional TEMs,
these instruments are becoming increasingly accessible to
researchers and are gaining popularity. Specifically, when
the E-TEM module is coupled to an aberration-corrected
optics, systems that can be custom made by the aforemen-
tioned suppliers, then the instruments become extremely
powerful in observing transformations at extremely high
resolution, under high temperature and varying gas environ-
ment. The advantage of having aberration-corrected optics
is in the possibility to obtain atomic resolution images in
a single exposure [47]. This is extremely important as it
is not possible to record a systematic trough-focus series
of images for subsequent exit wave function reconstruction
(a popular method for obtaining quantitative structural
information with improved resolution) while the sample
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Figure 1: (a) Schematics of E-TEM set-up featuring differential pumping, dedicated apertures, and pole piece, adapted from [14]. (b)
Photograph of a gas cell designed to deliver humidified gases directly through the specimen arm, adapted from [15]. (c) Photograph of
ion-irradiation column attached to the TEM for in situmeasurements, adapted from [16].

is continuously changing. Still not commercially available
are the instruments featuring environmental in situ low
energy electron microscopy (LEEM) capabilities. In general,
LEEM instruments operate at UHV and are used to examine
surface properties of crystalline materials and formation of
terraces and very thin layers [48]. Dedicated instruments
assembled in laboratories can be interfaced with a gas supply
systems to study dynamics of formation of thin layers, surface
reconstruction, and other surface-supported materials such
as metal clusters and islands.

Recently, a method to introduce gas around the sample
via gas injection nozzle fitted on a sample heating holder
which is part of the specimen arm has been developed
(see Figure 1(b)). The other parts of the electron column
(e.g., specimen chamber, objective lens pole pieces, and the
vacuum system) remained unchanged. This relatively less
complicated and inexpensive approach allows imaging of gas
in situ reactions at lattice resolution at room temperature.
Similar gas injection systems (GISs) are widely used for
deposition ofmetals and oxides using the power of secondary
electrons (SE) emitted by scanning electron or ion beams to
decompose different gas precursors [49].

2.2. Dedicated In Situ Stages, Holders, and Reaction Cells. The
possibility to transformmaterials by using external influences
within the TEM using a modified specimen arm or by intro-
duction of custom-made stages or reaction cells has received
major attention in the recent year [7–9]. There are many
different types of TEM specimen arms and holders capable of
heating or cooling, straining, lasing, evaporating/depositing
materials or applying current/voltage, and so forth, that are
available commercially or can be fabricated without great
difficulty in the laboratory. All of these devices do not require
majormodification of the electron optics nor the vacuum sys-
tem in contrast to the E-TEM instruments. A comprehensive

description of the modes of operation and possible working
conditions of these devices is given in the following sections.

2.2.1. Heating Stages. Many reactions and transformations
such as crystal growth, recrystallization, and phase transi-
tions in solids take part at elevated temperatures. In situ
heating stages for TEM are normally integrated as part of the
specimen arm and use precise Joule heating and temperature
dissipation to obtain tunable and stable sample temperatures.
Figure 2(a) depicts a Gatan single tilt heating stage that
can accommodate a 3mm disk specimen and can reach
1200∘C when using a Tantalum furnace [17]. When it is the
aim to perform high resolution TEM imaging at elevated
temperatures, it is imperative to obtain high (<0.1∘C/min)
temperature stability and low sample drift. This is difficult to
achieve with a large sample stage that has a very large thermal
mass and, respectively, slow temperature response. To address
this issue, microfabricated heating stages were developed and
are commercially available by Protochips Inc [50] and DENs
solutions [18] (Figure 2(b)). These use integrated circuitry
to produce localised resistive heating directly on the sample
support. Such stages showmuch lower thermalmass and very
high thermal stability that allow high resolution imaging at
elevated temperatures. Additionally, this type of stage offers
disposable design of the heating elements, for example, the
integrated circuit platform (chip) that reduces contamination
and ensures compatibility practically with any microscope.

2.2.2. Electrical Holders. The electrical transport measure-
ments of individual or arrays of one-dimensional nanos-
tructures are commonly assessed by using electrical probing
stations after developing contacts by optical or electron
beam lithography [51]. The probing stations are equipped
with optical microscopes that are normally only used to
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Figure 2: (a) Cartoon of a heating stage that accommodates full-size TEM grids commercially available from Gatan [17]. (b) Photographs
of microfabricated heating stage commercially available from DENS solution [18]. (c) Photograph of custom-made TEM electrical holder
using microfabricated circuitry, adapted from [19]. (d) Cartoon of TEM holder with nanocontacting and microfabricated chip capabilities,
commercially available from Nanofactory Instruments AB [20]. (e) Custom-made microfabricated MEMs chip that can be interfaced with
TEMspecimen arm, adapted from [19]. (f) TEMholderwith nanoindenter capabilities, commercially available fromNanofactory Instruments
AB [20].

ease the navigation of the electrical probes and for rough
identification of the structures for analysis. On the other
hand, scanning probe microscopy (SPM) methods such as
scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM), scanning resistance
microscopy (SRM), or scanning capacitance microscopy
(SCM) were used for mapping electronic and dopant prop-
erties of individual devices on a chip level. Nowadays,
electrical probing stages for electrical contacting within the
TEM have been developed and are commercially available
from several suppliers such as Nanofactory Instruments
AB, Hummingbird, and Gatan (Figure 2). There are gener-
ally two types of holders: (i) with integrated circuitry for
contacting microfabricated chips and (ii) with piezo-driven
nanoprobe contact. The first approach uses prefabricated
circuitry developed by lithography on silicon chips contain-
ing thin silicon nitride membranes (see Figure 2(c)) [22, 52,
53]. The nanowires or nanotubes are dispersed on electron
transparent membrane and connected to the prefabricated
circuitry by direct writing metal interconnects by electron
or ion beam-induced deposition within an SEM or FIB. The
chips are finally fitted within the TEM specimen arm, and
the contacting is achieved via wire bonding. The stages that
use conductive nanoprobes are brought into contact to one
end of the nanowires or nanotubes directly by precise piezo-
driven manipulator (see Figures 2(d) and 2(f)). The other
end of the nanostructure is contacted (glued by conductive
paste) to unmovablemetal wire. Practically, the first approach
involves many more steps and large micro-fabrication effort.
The second approach is relatively more straightforward but
requires a quite large investment for purchasing a dedicated
piezo-driven stage. Notably, both types of stages can be used
not only for electrical testing but also for selective heating
of nanoscale materials by Joel heating [54–57]. Alternatively,
when inserted in an E-TEM, such stages are well suited to
grow nanowires [31]. Recently, Nanofactory Instruments and

our group have started developing an approach converging
piezo-driven nanocontacting capabilities with circuitry for
microfabricated chips (see Figure 2(d)). The key advantage
of using this type of holder is that nanowire-based devices
obtained by top-down processing can be electrically tested
using more than two terminals. The most challenging part
of this approach is to obtain electron transparent regions of
interest but not to compromise the function of the devices.

2.2.3. Mechanical Stages. Nanoindentation and atomic force
microscopy techniques are commonly used to investigate
mechanical properties of nanoscale materials such as very
thin layers of nanowires and nanotubes as well as nanopar-
ticles [58].These techniques use probes (fine tips) interacting
with the sample surface. Unfortunately, it is not rare that spec-
imen/tip interactions can only be inferred but not visualised
independently. Similarly to the electrical probing within
the TEM, holders capable of applying mechanical stress
while observing structural transformations using the electron
beam have been developed. These are generally based on
using two approaches: (i) microfabricated microelectrome-
chanical systems (MEMSs) that are fitted within a TEM
specimen arm [59–61] and (ii) dedicated nanoindentation
stages encompassing piezo-driven probes integrated with the
TEM specimen arm [33, 62–64]. One of the first examples of
MEMS-based nanoscale mechanical testing system (n-MTS)
for TEM has been custommade using state-of-the-art micro-
fabrication (Figure 2(e)) [19]. In this system, load is applied
using a thermal actuator on one side of the freestanding
specimen and is measured on the other side, using a differen-
tial capacitive load sensor based on interdigitated electrodes.
The nanowire specimen is mounted between the actuator
and load sensor shuttles. The nanowire specimens are either
fabricated by top-down manufacturing as suspended bridges
or can be assembled from grown nanowire materials. The
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latter technique requires methods for precise placing of the
grown nanowires between the interdigitated electrodes. As
for the electrical probing, piezo-driven nanoindenter or AFM
TEM holders have frequently been applied to probe the
mechanical properties of grownnanowires only (Figure 2(f)).
It is worth to mention that MEMs platforms as well as
nanomanipulators that can be observed under the SEMwhile
applying electrical or mechanical stimuli exist as well. Their
fabrication and integration within the SEM chamber is to
some degree less demanding due to the larger available
volume around the specimen.

2.2.4. Liquid Cells for TEM. The desire to observe liquid
samples in the electronmicroscope dates back to its discovery
[65]. For decades, this problem was unsolved due to the
difficulties in sustaining large but still electron transparent
volumes of a liquid sample within the electron column.
Within the last decade, this limitation has been overcome by
designing what we now call “liquid cells” for high resolution
electron microscopy [66].This attracted immediate attention
not only from the bio- and life-sciences users of the electron
microscopy technique, but it also opened vast possibilities for
the materials science community. The recent advances in in
situ TEM using liquid cells have been recent reviewed [10].
The liquid cell design is remarkably different to the environ-
mental in situ TEM in that it has the possibility to sustain a
thin and stable liquid layer. The realisation of the liquid cell
concept for high resolution TEM is a result of the recent rapid
advances in micro- and nanofabrication and in particular
fabrication of thin membranes and microfluidic channels.
It represents a hermetically sealed enclosure that constrains
the liquid into a layer less than a few micrometres thick
between thin electron transparent windows. The very thin
electron transparent windowsmade of silicon nitride or silica
are fabricated and hermetically sealed using CMOS-based
manufacturing (see Figure 3(a)) [21, 67, 68]. Very recently,
an alternative approach has been demonstrated using single-
layered graphene sheets to enclose small volumes (pockets) of
liquid (Figures 3(b) and 3(c)) [23]. This methodology has the
advantage of lattice resolution imaging due to the extremely
small electron scattering volume in comparison to silicon
nitride-based liquid cells.The advantage of using microfabri-
cated membrane liquid cells is in that they can be assembled
in a way that they contain microfluidic channels delivering
controlled flow of liquid. Additionally, in such cells, it has
been demonstrated that electrodes can be incorporated so
that electrochemical growth can be triggered and followed
in situ [66]. Nevertheless, processes such as, for example,
growth by solvothermal synthesis or directed self-assembly
have not yet been examined by using the liquid cell TEM
approach. These will require novel design of the liquid cell
by introducing, for example, localised heating elements and
mixing valves within the microfluidic channels and electron
transparent windows that can sustain high vapour pressure.

2.2.5. TEM Instruments with Lasers and Ion Beam Irradia-
tion Capabilities. The idea of introducing additional beam
capabilities for modifying (milling, etching, doping, or laser

heating) the specimen while imaging with the electron beam
has led to the development of complex systems which can
generally be described asmultibeam systems.The laser or ion
sources are normally easier to integrate as a part of the elec-
tron column of the SEM due to the larger specimen chamber.
Nowadays, all major producers of electron microscopes have
systems named Dual Beam (FEI), CrossBeam (Carl Zeiss),
and MultiBeam (JEOL) that have SEM and focus ion beam
(FIB) capabilities on a single platform. Ion beam capabilities
for TEM are only possible on custom-built systems, available
in only several laboratories in the UK, France, Japan, and the
United States. A specially designed deflector system is used
to direct the ion flux onto the sample surface (Figure 1(c))
[16]. Such facilities are normally used to generatemechanistic
data on ion beam irradiation processes in materials used
in nuclear reactors. Relatively unexplored is the field of ion
beam irradiation in nanoscalematerials studied by integrated
in situ TEM/ion beam systems. Similarly, laser sources are
integrated into an electron microscope and can be used
to generate heat or trigger reactions within the specimen.
Such systems are not commercially available yet. Normally,
an existing TEM column is modified to accommodate laser
beam facilities. As mentioned previously, the laser system
can be interfaced with the specimen compartment of the
TEM column and/or it can be coupled to the electron source.
The first laser allows for triggering a reaction or applying
certain stimuli into the sample, while the second is used to
control the emission of the electron source. An alternative
and probably more cost-efficient way to introduce laser beam
capabilities in the TEM is to use inexpensive optical fibres
or microfabricated light sources and interface them with
the TEM specimen arm. Recently, Nanofactory Instruments
AB has announced a TEM specimen arm which integrates
existing nanocontacting capabilities with an optical fibre [20].
This set-up can potentially be used to study transformations
under laser annealing or ablation, measure the black body
radiation of a specimen and hence its temperature, or per-
form cathodoluminescence experiments in the TEM. When
near-filed optical probe is coupled to the manipulator within
the TEMexperiments such as near-field laser ablation or even
near-filed optical microscopy and spectroscopy within the
TEM can be envisioned.

3. Nanowire and Nanotubes Growth,
Processing, and Function Observed by
In Situ TEM

3.1. Nucleation and Growth of Nanowires and Nanotubes.
Nanowires and nanotubes can be grown by a variety
of synthetic methods. The most popular are (i) electro-
chemical deposition within nanoporous templates, normally
used to grow metallic nanowires, (ii) various forms of
metal-catalysed CVD growth used to grow semiconductor
nanowires as well as carbon nanotubes (CNTs), and (iii)
solvothermal growth of semiconductor and oxide nanowires
and nanotubes [69]. Details regarding these methods can
be found in the other reviews and references therein. Most
importantly, only a small fraction of the developed growth
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Figure 3: (a) Schematics of liquidTEMcell design featuringmicrofabricated circuitry andmicrofluidic delivery, adapted from [21]. (b)Optical
micrograph of SiN membrane cells containing microfabricated circuitry and suspended graphene sheets, adapted from [22]. (c) Cartoon of
graphene sheets encompassing miniscule volume of liquid, adapted from [23].

process has found its route to detailed mechanistic exami-
nation by the in situ TEM technique. For example, in situ
electrochemical growth of metals within the TEM has been
demonstrated but not in the form of templated growth of
nanowires. In situ reactions in liquid phase forming metal
clusters and nanoparticles have been observed in the TEM
but only at room temperature and not under solvo-thermal
conditions. Other techniques such as atomic layer deposition
(ALD) or laser-assisted growth and laser-induced crystallisa-
tion are not yet examined by in situ TEM. Probably, the most
studied growth mode by in situ TEM is the VLS growth tech-
nique and closely associatedmetal-catalysed growth of CNTs.
These techniques received major attention not only because
of their technological importance but also because some of
their scientific fundamentals that are not fully understood can
be best described with unprecedented detail by performing
in situ TEM measurements. The instrumentation that is best
suitable for observing such processes is based on the E-
TEM instrument where gas-solid and gas-liquid interactions
are followed at elevated temperatures and under specific gas
environments. The in situ E-TEM of nanowire and nanotube
growth has already been reviewed in the past [5]; herein, we
focus onmore recent studies by summarising and contrasting
general growth trends and crystallisation dynamics for both
CNTs and semiconductor nanowires.

The large number of possible variables associated with
the metal-catalysed growth of CNTs and semiconductor
nanowires makes it difficult to isolate the individual role
of the various synthesis parameters during their forma-
tion. Ex situ postgrowth TEM studies are indispensable in
analysing CNTs and semiconductor nanowires; such studies
accompany almost every paper on synthesis of CNTs and
semiconductor nanowires and commonly demonstrate that
the catalyst particle dictates the morphology and diam-
eter of the grown structures. However, such postgrowth
characterisation is static and can be ambiguous due to
the changes during cooling and transfer. There are also
key questions, such as how do nanotubes and nanowires
nucleate and whether the catalyst is liquid or solid, what is
the actual dynamics of the transformations, and do these
transformations obey the steps that are commonly associated
with commonly accepted growth mechanisms. In the later
stages of the growth process, the measurement of growth
rates under various conditions allows the rate-limiting steps
to be determined, further confirming the growth model
at play. Finally, the dynamic data obtained can be used
to reevaluate the general formulation used to describe the
growth thermodynamics and kinetics by accounting for
phenomenological differences due to the nanoscale dimen-
sions.
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3.1.1. Growth of CNTs Observed by In Situ TEM. Thefirst high
resolution in situ E-TEM study of CNTs involved CVD-type
growth catalysed by Ni nanoparticles and precursor gases
such as C

2

H
2

or CH
4

at gas pressures of about 10−6mbar
with temperatures set to 600∘C or higher [70]. It is important
to stress that the conditions used were similar to those
used in normal metal-catalysed growth of CNTs so that
it was possible to draw realistic conclusions about the key
parameters at play. This process has been studied on several
occasions in the following years inmore detail [24, 71, 72].The
general agreement is that in the initial stages of CNT growth,
the Ni nanoclusters tend to reform their shape forming a
highly elongated shape (Figure 4(a)). Moreover, a different
mechanism of formation of the hollow and bamboo-type
multiwalled CNTs has been directly observed. For example,
when being in the initial stages of nucleation, theNi nanopar-
ticle elongation is followed by an abrupt contraction, then
conformal carbon overcoating is formed, hence building the
characteristic bamboo-like overlaps. In comparison, when
a tangential extrusion of graphene layers without carbon
coating of the elongated catalyst particle is in place, the
result is the formation of a hollow multiwalled CNT. One
more mechanistic finding obtained is that the metal particle
remains crystalline in the course of the CNT growth. This
suggests that the formation mechanism in the early stages
follows steps such as precursor adsorption and decomposi-
tion, surface diffusion, and CNT-wall nucleation instead of
a precipitation reaction as seen during the VLS growth (see
what follows). Further growth is achieved by carbon diffu-
sion at the metal nanoparticle/carbon multistep interface.
Another aspect of the growth, which is commonly observed,
is that the linear growth rate is intercepted when a kink or
other defect is introduced in the CNT structure. With regard
to the measured rate of growth of the multiwalled CNTs,
it varies significantly between 0.34 and 25.2 nm/s, and it is
largely dependent on the temperature used and type of CNTs
formed, for example, multiwalled, bamboo-like, and so forth.

3.1.2. Metal-Catalysed Growth of Semiconductor Nanowires
Observed by In Situ TEM. The metal-catalysed growth of
semiconductor nanowires such as Si, Ge, and others has been
conducted in the E-TEM instrument by dosing gases such as
SiH
4

and Ge
2

H
6

, at pressures in the 10−6 Torr range. In com-
parison to the ones used for CNTs growth, these precursors
are highly reactive at elevated temperatures (highly explosive
as well when in contact with air) and require very clean ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) environment. Such conditions can be
achieved within a UHV TEM, although it is rather challeng-
ing. Another major difference between the metal-catalysed
growth of CNTs and the one conducted for semiconductor
nanowires is that the latter can be grown epitaxially on the
corresponding substrates and under correct conditions.

The first examples we consider here are from the recent
years, where Si nanowire growth in E-TEM is achieved after
dosing Si

2

H
6

over Au nanoparticles supported on oxide-free
110 oriented Si substrates [73] or silica-coated TEMgrids [25].
The first stages of the reaction involve Au-Si eutectic alloying
and formation of a liquid seed droplet, in a full agreement

5 nm

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Sequence of TEM images demonstrating time-dependent
transformations during the nucleation of multiwalled CNTs using
Ni catalysts ((a), adapted from [24]) and Si nanowires using Au
nanoparticles ((b), adapted from [25]).

with the VLS model. It has been shown that Si nucleation
occurs burst-like, by growing into the Au-Si eutectic droplet,
with smaller catalyst particles nucleating Si first (Figure 4(b)).
In earlier publications, similar conditionswere used, focusing
on understanding the influence of the changing size, shape,
and possible diffusion of the Au seeds during the growth of
Si nanowires [74]. Initially, the surface of the wafer bearing
the Au catalyst was investigated under UHV conditions at
600∘C, showing that Au nanoparticles dewet the surface
forming nanoparticle seeds which grow in size with the
time due to Oswald ripening. Similarly on the silica surface,
the catalyst droplets undergo significant reshaping owing
to their high density and coalescence. Remarkably, using
the extreme surface analytical capabilities of the low-energy
electron microscope (LEEM), it was found that between the
forming Au droplets on the Si surface, there is a monolayer of
atomic gold. This layer kept its existence during subsequent
Si nanowire growth. It has been observed that the growth
rate (about 15 nm/s) is almost independent on the nanowire
diameter in the range of 50–150 nm diameters. Moreover, the
Au seeds change their shape and size during growth, resulting
in conical Si nanowires with noAu seeds on their tips or wires
with changing diameters and even such forming a sawtooth-
like nanowire surface [75]. The migration of Au during
growth at 600∘C is driven by surface tension and the desire
of the Au droplets to minimise their excess of surface energy.
This process is not only shaping the Au liquid droplet, respec-
tively, Si nanowire growth, but also contaminates Si nanowire
surface with electron acceptor traps [26], that would have
profound effect over the electrical transport properties of
the devices based on Si nanowires. The contamination of Si
nanowireswith single atoms ofAuhas been recently observed
ex situ by aberration-corrected STEM [76].

In situTEMhas also been applied to study semiconductor
nanowire growth by other modes (variations of the VLS) by
observing gas-solid interactions. In this case, the growth is
conducted at a temperature below the formation of eutectic
liquid alloy droplet, keeping the metal catalyst solid, hence
modifying the growth process to vapour-solid-solid (VSS).
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The exact state of the metal catalyst in this process has been
a matter of debate for many years, before first in situ TEM
observations of Au/Ge nanowire systems were accomplished
[26]. The reactions were performed on clean (111) Si
substrates at 10−5 Torr of Ge

2

H
6

at temperatures varying
between 250∘C and 435∘C, below and above the eutectic
temperature of Au/Ge, respectively. In these experiments,
both liquid Au droplets below the eutectic temperature and
solid Au seeds above the eutectic temperature were observed.
It was found that the formation and the metal catalyst state
depend primarily on the temperature history and precursor
pressure where both liquid and solid metal seeds can coexist
on different wires at the same temperature (Figure 5). Most
importantly, Ge nanowires continue to grow when the
catalysts are solidified at a growth rate of 1.9 × 10−2 nm/s
much lower than when grown with a liquid metal on the
tip. The fact that below the eutectic temperature liquid metal
droplets are seen at high Ge precursor pressure is another
important observation that compliments the understanding
of the VLS model. It has been suggested that supersaturating
the Au catalyst with Ge is responsible for stabilisation of the
liquid droplet below the eutectic temperature. Nanoscale
effects have been used to describe the changes associated
with the Au-Ge phase diagram when nucleating Ge growth
(Figure 5). The experiments used grown Ge nanowires with
Au nanoparticles at their tips heated in the temperature range
300–500∘C and no gas flux containing Ge precursor [27, 77].
By measuring the Au-Ge liquid drop volume at increasing
temperature, it was possible to quantify the alloy composition
as a function of temperature for drops associated with Ge
nanowires with different diameters. Thus, new liquidus lines
in the Au-Ge phase diagram were obtained which demon-
strate an increase in the suppression of the temperature of
formation of the corresponding liquid alloys as a function of
the nanowire size (Figure 5). Recently, the Au-catalysed Ge
nanowire growth using Ge

2

H
6

on SiO
2

under subeutectic
isothermal conditions (260∘C) has also been studied
[78]. The results reveal that kinetic effects should also be
considered carefully as they can cause local variations in the
composition, for example, Ge supersaturation to formAu-Ge
liquid nanoparticles below the eutectic and not necessarily
only the nanoscale effects. The liquid Au-Ge is explained
by using formulations derived from bulk thermodynamics
and kinetics theory, clarifying why such a metastable phase
can either stay liquid or nucleate solid Ge depending on the
Ge supersaturation. Briefly, with a continuously rising Ge
supersaturation, the kinetic barrier for Ge crystal nucleation
falls until Ge step (lattice plane) occurs [79]. This latest
study presents for the first time lattice-resolved imaging of
crystalline planes during nanowire growth.

The examples of in situ TEM observations shown previ-
ously demonstrate that metal-catalysed growth of semicon-
ductor nanowires is much more complex than what is gener-
ally described by the VLS or other associated growth models.
Thermodynamic as well as kinetic growth effects at the
nanoscale need to be considered resulting in the reevaluation
of the conventional binary phase diagrams.The major obser-
vations obtained by the in situ TEMmeasurements reviewed
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Figure 5: Sequence of TEM images showing Au-Ge NW tip at
different temperatures and the corresponding transformations. (A)
During NW growth at constant digermane pressure (adapted from
[26]); (B) under vacuum annealing (adapted from [27]). (C) Au-Ge
binary alloy phase diagram outlining new liquidus lines for NWs
with different diameters, respectively (adapted from [27]).

previously are (i) the liquid alloy droplet is changing in size,
shape, and equilibrium concentration during the nanowire
growth, while the conventional VLS growth model does not
account for this, (ii) nanowires should form highly faceted
surfaces (including sawtooth-like) ruled by the energetics of
the crystal growth and minimizing the associated surface
energies; this effect is smoothened due to noncatalysed
growth that is normally also present, and (iii) migration of
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the alloyed droplet and its constant change, including the
formation of metastable phases, can be a limiting factor in
the nanowire growth, and it is not accounted for in the
conventional VLS model.

3.1.3. Other Nanowire Growth Processes Observed by In Situ
TEM. In addition to metal-catalysed growth of semicon-
ductor nanowires, there exist a range of other bottom-up
routes to produce semiconductor nanowires. Their manu-
facturing and applicability in device fabrication has been
recently reviewed [36]. These routes, which do not invoke
the VLS growth mechanism, include oriented attachment,
metal organic vapour phase epitaxy, molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE), soft templating, dislocation driven unidirectional
growth, and crystal habit modification. Hence, any of those
techniques have yet not been followed in such a detail as the
VLS growth mode. Particularly attractive is the possibility to
grow nanowires of Si, Ge, and III-Vs by seedless methods.
Technologically, Au,which is themost commonmetal used to
grow such nanowires, is inherently incompatible with semi-
conductor device manufacturing. Au has a high diffusivity
in Si and also acts as a deep level acceptor and thus has
detrimental effects on device performance [80, 81]. In order to
avoid contamination of the semiconductor nanowires during
growth, our group and others have devised synthetic routes
based on using specially designed precursors, solvents, and
growth conditions for seedless growth [82, 83]. By using
ex situ methodology, we were able to identify some key
growth parameters that indicated possible formation mech-
anisms. The suggested mechanisms (still not conclusive)
include existence of melted Ge nanocrystals that nucleate
the growth similarly to the VLS model but without forming
an eutectic alloy. Another possible route, probably taking
place at the same time, is based on oriented attachment of
Ge nanocrystals. Recently, a valuable methodology based
on using liquid cells for in situ TEM was applied to follow
formation of Pt

3

Fe nanorods and extended Au crystals
by oriented attachment of nanocrystals [84, 85]. For the
first time, direction-specific interaction of the nanocrystals
was observed at lattice resolution, demonstrating motions
and rearrangement of the lattice planes to accommodate
precise attachment of the nanocrystals at room temperature.
Several stages of the growth process were identified: (i)
initial nanoparticle formation, (ii) oriented attachment into
nanoparticle chains, and (iii) transformation into single
crystalline rods. The growth of the initial nanocrystals was
initiated by the electron beam reducing the Pt and Fe
precursors at room temperature. Some of the initial crystals
grew by monomer attachment; others undergo coalescence
until they reached a critical diameter where extended one-
dimensional structures started to form. The extreme spatial
resolution achieved during imaging allowed identification
of further strengthening of the nanoparticle chains taking
place with different rates; for example, initial necks between
nanoparticles transformed slower than at the later stages
of nanorod strengthening process. These first mechanistic
data sets of nanocrystal attachment and growth delivered
important information formetallic one-dimensional systems.

Similarly, the seedless growth of Si or Ge would be possible to
follow if a specially designed in situ TEM liquid cell capable
of performing reactions at elevated temperatures and under
a fluidic flow can be assembled. Such type of liquid cell and
imaging methodology will benefit the understanding of the
growth mechanism for semiconductor and oxide structures,
such as, for example, TiO

2

nanowires and nanotubes, nano-
sized zeolites, and metal and oxide nanoparticles, that are
normally obtained by solvo-thermal growth.

3.2. In Situ TEM Studies of Nanowire Transformations under
External Influences. In the next section, in situ TEM studies
of nanowire and nanotube transformations under exter-
nal stimuli which led to improved understanding of pro-
cesses of fundamental and nanotechnological importance
are reviewed. These include transformations such as changes
between different phases including amorphous to crystalline
transformations in nanowires, defect formation and evolu-
tion, electrical contacting, and mechanical manipulation of
nanowires. The focus of the discussion will be on explaining
how improved understanding of fundamental phenomena
during such transformations can assist the engineering of
devices such as nanowire-based field effect transistors (FETs),
phase change memory devices, nanobatteries, and others.

3.2.1. Formation of Nanowire Silicides and Germanides
Observed by In Situ TEM. The ability to observe nanowire or
nanotube transformation processes that result in formation of
nanoscale metal to semiconductor contacts is technologically
important due to the necessity to form reliable and low
contact resistance devices [86]. Ex situ TEM methods (post-
factum) can be used to identify single crystalline silicides or
germanides as a result of interactions of metals such as Ni,
Pt, Co, and others with Si and Ge nanowires after anneal-
ing (ref). Such contacts normally display ohmic and low
resistivity performance. The nanowire-based devices such as
multigate FETs will strongly benefit from the possibility to
control the interface between the contacts and the thin body
semiconductor channel as well as the formation of ultrashort
channel devices [87, 88]. The most straightforward route to
follow the recrystallisation processes during metal/nanowire
interactions is by using the in situ TEM heating holders that
are loaded with silicon nitride electron transparent grids.The
grids are coveredwith nanowires, sputteredwith themetal, or
a mixture of metal and semiconductor nanowires are directly
dispersed onto the grids [89–91]. After locating a point of
contact between the nanowire and themetal, the temperature
of the holder is elevated to a point where crystallisation of
a metal silicide takes place. A technologically more relevant
approach uses nanowires that are contacted by lithography
defined metal contact lines directly on silicon nitride mem-
branes [28, 29]. Based on such reactions, the kinetics of the
growth of a particular silicide phase advancing along the
axial direction of the nanowires can be followed (Figure 6).
The identification of the obtained phases and the interface
between the silicide and the nanowires is achieved normally
after the formation by using high resolution imaging. The
majority of in situ TEM studies are on Ni silicide formation,
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Figure 6: (a) In situ growth of NiSi
2

from Ni pads along Si and core-shell Si/SiO
2

nanowires (adapted from [28]); (b) in situ lattice resolution
TEM image sequence of a propagating NiSi

2

-Si NW interface at 360∘C (adapted from [29]).

thus the kinetics of important silicide such as NiSi
2

and NiSi
can be followed. One can expect that before Ni/Si growth
interactions are observed, the nanowire surface oxide needs
to be fully removed. Surprisingly, nanowire Ni silicides were
formed with the surface oxide still in place [89]. In this
case, it has been observed that the nano-Ni silicide growth
starts from the opposite tip rather than from the Ni/Si point
of contact. It has been argued that the reason for this is
that Ni atoms diffuse interstitially in Si and supersaturate
at the tip rather than in the contact point where there is
limited interaction area due to the existence of the native
oxide. The progressing NiSi phase showed an atomically flat
interface with a nearly linear growth rate of about 0.11 nm/s.
In a more recent study, it has been confirmed that the
growth mechanism is indeed via Ni diffusion in Si rather
than through the surface oxide and it stops when the Ni
supply is consumed [90]. In any case, epitaxial relations,
for example, Si[1-10]//NiSi[1-12] and Si(111)//NiSi(31-1), have
been determined for the NiSi phase by SAED studies and
lattice resolution images after the reactions.

NiSi
2

phase in contact with the Si nanowires has also been
observed [28, 29, 91], surprisingly in the same temperature
interval but only when large supply of Ni is present. Energeti-
callymore favourable is the formation of theNiSi phase as the
first principle calculations showed that the formation energy
of NiSi is ∼ −0.488 eV/molecule, and in comparison NiSi

2

is
−0.314 eV/molecule. On the other hand, the lattice mismatch
between the (111)/(111) set of planes of NiSi

2

and Si is very
small in comparison to the mismatch of the (131)/(111) set of
planes of NiSi and Si. Hence, arguably, this is lowering the
interfacial energy of formation of the NiSi

2

phase. In recent
studies, comprehensive in situ TEM and SEM investigations
of Ni silicate formation at various temperatures, growth
directions, and nanowire diameters (with or without surface
oxides), and by using Ni contacts pads as metal reservoirs,
were demonstrated [29] (Figure 6(a)). The measurements
showed retarded NiSi

2

growth in the case of oxide-covered
nanowires, but the reactions proceeded from the Ni reservoir
(contact pad) and not from the opposite tip. Additionally,

prolonged silicide growth in oxide-free nanowires resulted
in formation of Ni rich phase closer to the Ni pads and
massive volume expansion that caused wire breakages. In
contrast, oxide-covered nanowires experienced no expansion
and breakages during the silicide formation presumably due
to the reduced Ni diffusion in Si caused by interfacial stress.

The formation of Pt and Co nanowire silicides has also
been recently studied by in situ TEM of grown Si nanowires
in contact with lithography defined pads [92, 93]. In general,
similar trends during the growth of the silicides, dependent
on the existence of a surface oxide and the nanowire growth
directions, have been observed. For example, the growth of
PtSi phase has been identified with the epitaxial relation-
ships between Si and PtSi determined as Si(20-2)//PtSi(10-1)
and Si[111]//PtSi[111], according to the diffraction patterns
observed. In contrast, CoSi showed no epitaxial relationship
with the Si nanowire and a much higher rate of formation.
Similarly to the NiSi

2

, CoSi
2

phase has also been identified
at higher temperatures forming Si[110]//CoSi

2

[110] and
Si(111)//CoSi

2

(111) epitaxial interfaces. Contact formation to
Ge is in general much more challenging than in Si and
has much more opened processing issue. This is partially
due to the limited knowledge of the formation mecha-
nism of metal germanides and in particular germanides
grown as nanowires. To the best of our knowledge, there
are only two nanowire germanides that are studied by in
situ TEM, for example, Ni

2

Ge [94] and Cu
3

Ge [95]. The
interest in Cu

3

Ge comes from the fact that it forms small
energy barrier of just about 0.06 eV to the valence band
of Ge resulting in ideal ohmic contact for p-channel Ge-
MOSFETs. In situ SEM studies at 310∘C demonstrated that
the germanide phase is propagating by forming a sharp
interface with nonliner growth rate. Separate TEM measure-
ments confirmed the resulting germanide phase and that
there are Ge[−112]//Cu

3

Ge[−102] and Ge(1-11)//Cu
3

Ge(211)
crystallographic relations between the germanide and the
Ge nanowire. The TEM in situ crystallisation at 500∘C of
Ni germanides resulted in formation of Ni

2

Ge phase with
a sharp interface with the Ge nanowire and Ge(111)//Ni

2

Ge
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(100) epitaxial relation.The estimated growth rates (0.31 nm/s
and 1.05 nm/s) suggested almost linear behaviour at 400
and 500∘C for the two different temperatures, respectively. It
should be mentioned that in both studies, the surface oxides
were intentionally removed before metal evaporation.

The reactive epitaxial silicide or germanide growth is
unlikely to proceed as the molecular beam epitaxy and cer-
tainly requires full atomistic understanding and further study
at high resolution. Until now, lattice resolution imaging in
real time has only been observed on several occasions of the
propagating Ni silicide crystals [29, 92].The growth proceeds
in a plane-by-plane lattice formation, and in some cases, there
is a formation of stepped interfaces (see Figure 6(b)) [29]. It
is interesting to note that the layer-by-layer lattice growth is
not continuous, but it is accompanied by intervals between
the steps which vary in time.

In brief, it can be concluded that the overall growth rate
of nanowire silicide and germanide is ruled out by the com-
petition of metal diffusion and interface reactions along the
nanowire; the rate limiting factor is still unclear. It depends
on the surface oxide and associated stress as well as the phase
formed at the interface, minimising the formation energy
and the lattice mismatch. It is generally seen that metal rich
phases are seen closer to the metal reservoirs. It is surprising,
although not studied in detail, that the overall growth rate
does not depend on the nanowire diameters, as it might be
expected that in very small diameter nanowires, the surface
defects might influence the metal diffusion considerably as
well as the formation of the propagating silicide or germanide
interface. Another fully unexplored field of in situ TEM
studies is in the determination of the silicide or germanide
formation as a function of the level and type of doping in
the nanowires. Notably, all the discussed studies deal with
unintentionally doped structures, although for n-type Ge
nanowires, for example, there are no solutions to reliable
contact formation yet.

3.2.2. Nanowire Surface Regrowth, Implantation Damage,
and Recrystallisation Observed by In Situ TEM. Besides the
studies of the transformations during formation of con-
tacts to semiconductor nanowires, the understanding of
nanowire surface properties has an even greater role in the
nanowire device performance [87]. Small diameter semicon-
ductor nanowires have large surface area-to-volume ratio,
and carrier scattering and recombination at surface defects
(traps) may significantly compromise the electronic and
optoelectronic properties of nanowire devices. Specifically,
the performance of electronic devices such as FETs based
on Ge nanowires is largely dominated by this phenomenon.
Therefore, heteroepitaxial growth of an Si or SiGe alloy shell
around a Ge nanowire core has previously been explored to
achieve surface passivation and carrier confinement, in part
by promoting the formation of a stable outer Si/SiO

2

interface
and by creating a core-shell band offset [96]. Postgrowth
thermal processes can affect surface morphology, coherency
strain, and chemical composition of core-shell heterostruc-
tures.The thermal evolution of these parameters was recently
investigated by in situ TEM heating experiments [97]. It has
been demonstrated that the strain relaxation mechanisms

during postgrowth annealing include Si-Ge interdiffusion,
stress-driven surface roughening, and associated dislocation
formation. At 700∘C, the nanowire surface increased in
roughness at the initial stages of the surface regrowth, which
was followed by abrupt reduction of the surface roughness
until the nanowire surface became comparable with its
initial state. These transformations were attributed to the
intermixing of the initial SiGe shell with the underlying core
as measured by line-scan EDS analysis across the nanowire.
Interestingly, smaller diameter nanowires showed similar
dynamic behaviour. In contrast, transformations observed at
reduced temperature of 550∘C showed almost no roughening
and elemental intermixing at the surface. The associated
defect formation was determined after the dynamicmeasure-
ments and showed that the majority of the defects are ⟨110⟩
perfect dislocations and intrinsic stacking faults bounded
by ⟨112⟩ Shockley partial dislocations. Unfortunately, the
dynamics of the core/shell intermixing and associated stress
evolution was difficult to measure at high resolution. Most
importantly, it has been demonstrated that in situ TEM
heating experiments can provide vital information regarding
nanowire surface regrowth and reorganisation that can have
detrimental effects on nanowire-based device properties.

Addressing the needs of future device failure analysis
and metrology, the aim will be to develop capabilities for
in-situ TEM analyses of nanowires interfaced as part of
device prototypes. For example, a CMOS-compatible device
architecture such as multigate nanowire FET, manufactured
using Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform, will require three
electrical terminals that are interfaced within the TEM speci-
men arm. In this case, the evolution of the developed contacts
or nanowire surfaces can be observed while the electrical
responses are registered. Such studies can answer many
questions regarding the very debatable role of the contact
formation and the surface states related to the formation of
reliable and high performance nanowire devices. In order to
study the result of these structural changes over the properties
of the nanowire devices, an in situ TEM set-up that allows for
simultaneous or sequential measurements of the structural
and electrical changes “on-site” is required. As mentioned in
the previous section of this paper, our approach is to devise
an electrical TEM holder and sample preparation procedure
capable of measuring devices using at least three electrical
terminals. In the best case scenario, such devices would be
developed by processes that allow manufacturing compatible
with current semiconductor technology and that can be
electrically tested by conventional electrical probe stations for
comparative purposes and benchmarking.

Another important aspect of nanowire-based electronic
devices such as FETs is the formation of nanostructured
junctions. Nanowires can be doped in situ during growth,
including formation of radial or axial junction heterostruc-
tures [98].On the other hand, ion implantation is the industry
preferred option for doping and junction formation for
semiconductor devices. Ion implantation of nanowires and
subsequent thermal treatment to cure defects and activate
dopants have been studied only postfactum for Si and Ge
nanowires [99, 100] as well as lithography defined Si and Ge
thin-body structures [101, 102]. By implanting Si nanowires in
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several steps with different implantation parameters, uniform
doping profiles as well as p-n junctions were achieved. The
successful activation of the dopants is demonstrated by elec-
tron beam-induced current (EBIC) imaging and two point
current-voltage measurements by using in situ contacting
within the SEM [99]. Similarly, it has been demonstrated
that with Ga-ion implantation, Ge nanowires show intrigu-
ing electrical performance as p-type nanowire-based FETs
without the need for thermal activation in contrast to Si
nanowires [100]. Unfortunately, detailed analysis of implant-
induced damage and its evolution by thermal annealing has
not been presented. These effects are indeed important when
dealing with thin-body structures such as nanowires or fins
as predicated by density, functional theory, and dynamic
Monte-Carlo simulations and observed by ex situ lattice
resolution TEM imaging [103]. At the sidewall surfaces, the
crystal lattice is irregular, and consequently the formation
of distorted bonds, respectively defects during annealing, is
promoted. As a result, it is expected that stacking fault defects
originate at the surfaces due to disturbance of templated atom
incorporation and propagate into the bulk. Notably, in situ
ion implantation TEM capabilities have not yet been used
to study nanowire materials. Only very recently, we have
initiated in situ TEM experiments to observe implantation-
induced damage in Ge nanowires and fins and their thermal
evolution by in situ vacuum annealing. Briefly, our inves-
tigations are based on performing repetitive (semi-in situ)
Ga-ion implantations and structural imaging of the same
Ge nanowire by using dedicated platform for transferring
between a Dual Beam SEM/FIB instrument and a TEM.This
is followed by examining the defect evolution using in situ
TEM heating stage [104]. We have demonstrated that there
is a threshold in the Ga-ion dose for full amorphisation of
the nanowires which is dependent on the nanowire diameter
and the orientation of the nanowires towards incident beams.
The rate of lattice damage is dependent on the ion fluence
used, and its impact is reduced with number of repetitive
implantations. Full thermal curing of partially amorphous
Ge nanowires is possible at temperatures as low as 300∘C
(including full recrystallisation of already existing defects).
Fully amorphous nanowires recrystallise as polycrystalline.

3.2.3. In Situ TEM Annealing Studies of Nanowire-Based
Phase Change Materials. Phase change memory devices
based on nanowires received increased attention due to their
intrinsically miniaturised dimensions and the opportunity to
manufacture high density arrays. Nanowires made of phase
change materials are attractive for such applications as it is
predicted that by decreasing the volume of the active phase
changematerial, the overall power consumption of the device
will be reduced [105]. In order to understand the transitions
and material failure of GeTe nanowires as building blocks for
phase change memory devices, the nanowires were coated
with an oxide shell and vacuum annealed within the TEM
[106]. The results indicated considerable suppression of the
melting point (below 500∘C) localised at the tips of the
nanowires near the Au catalyst particles.The transformations
occurred at temperatures considerably lower than themelting

temperature of GeTe and were attributed not only to the
nanowire dimensions but also to the formation of GeTe-Au
eutectic. In comparison, the pure GeTe part of the nanowires
transforms by sublimation without forming a liquid eutectic
rather than by forming facets at the nanowire ends.

A different study examined phase changes in Ag
2

Te
nanowires, a material with intriguing thermoelectric
and magnetoresistive properties [107]. Monoclinic Ag

2

Te
nanowires transform to face-centred and finally body-
centred cubic phases as the temperature is increased,
accompanied by changes in resistivity and lattice volume.
Using in situ TEM annealing of grown Ag

2

Te nanowires,
the thermal evolution was followed by small area electron
diffraction at the nanowire tips. The obtained dynamic
diffraction at the temperature interval of 120 to 180 (at 10∘C
increments) revealed smooth transitions from monoclinic to
face-centred cubic phase. Upon cooling, the structure fully
recrystallised in its original monoclinic phase but at slightly
higher temperature of 120∘C, demonstrating a temperature
hysteresis in the phase transition. Additionally, the changes
in the Ag

2

Te phases were studied under compressive stress by
encapsulating Ag

2

Te nanocrystals and thermally expanding
them in Pt cladding layers. Surprisingly, at 130∘C, the
monoclinic phase started to transit to a high-temperature
body-centred cubic preferentially along the boundaries of
the nanowire, instead of the expected lower temperature
face-centred cubic phase. In the bulk of the nanowire, the
transformation to face-centred cubic phase dominated.
Finite element analysis was used to model the compressive
stress distribution. It is suggested that the reason for this
unusual transformation is the existence of high compressive
stress at the nanowire boundaries. These results exemplify
the importance of using in situ TEMmethodology to observe
abnormal phenomena associated with the large surface to
volume ratio in nanoscale materials. The explanation of this
unusual behaviour was ascribed to the nanoscale dimensions
combined with the small loading area inducing significant
pressure effects; the result is stabilisation of otherwise
energetically improbable phase transitions.

Until now, we have discussed how growth, phase transi-
tions, and recrystallisation of nanowires and nanotubes can
be observed by using in situ E-TEM and in situ TEM anneal-
ing. These processes are fundamentally important because
they reveal in great detail the discreet phenomenological
features of the crystal growth, phase transitions, defects, and
surface transformations at the nanoscale. Although essential,
these studies can only be used as directors for accessing the
performance of the nanowire structures as functional devices.
Direct measurement of the function of nanowires is possi-
ble by assembling and interfacing a nanowire-based device
within the electronmicroscope. In this case, multimode anal-
ysis required is capable of detecting multiple signals, such as
electrical, electromechanical, light, or other within the TEM.

3.3. Electrical Interfacing and Manipulation of Nanowires
within the TEM. The first examples of using electrical probes
to assemble and operate nanowire devices within a TEM
have been demonstrated more than 10 years ago. Since
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then, various nanowire and nanotube materials have been
subjected to analysis by this approach with the main focus
being on (i) electrical characterisation accompanied by obser-
vation of the devices at extreme spatial resolution and (ii)
observing transformations and action of a nanowire by apply-
ing electrical stimuli. In the first case, two-point electrical
measurements (devices with more than two terminals have
not yet been realised) are performed, while the nanowire
structure and contacts are imaged simultaneously.This mode
of operation is equivalent to nanowire electrical testing with
added capability of direct observation of nanowire structure
and points of electrical contacts. The second approach is
more complex and uses the in situ TEM electrical contacting
capabilities to manipulate the nanowires and measure the
corresponding nanowire transformations. Technically, these
studies can be accomplished by using dedicated stages for
micro- or nanocontacting designed for SEMs or TEMs as
described previously.

3.3.1. Electrical Interfacing of Semiconductor Nanowires and
Nanotubes. When measuring the electrical performance of
the nanowires or nanotubes by two-terminal electrical con-
tacts within the TEM, the major question is about the
quality of the contacts. The contact between the piezo-
driven metal terminal and the nanowire (nanotube) and
its evolution during biasing can be directly visualised by
using TEM imaging (see Figure 7(a)). Unfortunately, the
topology of the opposite contact is usually unknown as the
nanowires are dispersed and attached by conductive glue
to this terminal. Thus, it is often seen that the electrical
data reflects problems with nanowire contact resistances
manifested in nonohmic I-V curves. Special care needs to
be taken for removing surface contamination, surface oxides,
or inhomogeneities that act as barriers for charge carriers.
This can be achieved by various means such as (i) chemical
or physical etching of the metal contacts and/or nanowire
materials immediately before contacting [32], (ii) applying
high floating bias on the micron-sized terminal that induces
localised heating [108], (iii) fine mechanical rubbing using
nanoprobe terminal [30], or (iv) deposition of additional
conductive material by site-specific electron beam-induced
deposition [109]. Improvement of (ohmic) electrical contacts
to CNTs or semiconductor nanowires using such techniques
has been demonstrated (Figure 7(a), inset). In the future,
introducing additional terminals during the measurement
and better control over the electrical contact formation may
advance the practicality of this technique.

The structural transformations, both at the nanowire
contacts or within the nanowire/nanotube body during
electrical biasing at high potentials (high electrical power),
can result in localised thermal heating (Joel heating) and
mass transport due to thermoelectric migration. The effects
associated to these phenomena are annealing induced sin-
tering, recrystallisation, and formation of new phases at the
contacts or within the nanowire/nanotube structure. Mass
transport due to thermoelectricmigration involvesmotion of
atoms from cathode to anode, imparted by themomentum of
electron wind due to high current density, with the associated

creation of vacancies and subsequent amorphisation. This
process will not take place to a large extent if the anode
can supply vacancies and the cathode can accept them
continuously. Nevertheless, in situ TEM electrical studies
of lithographically defined polycrystalline Al interconnects
reveal that even relatively low current densities can lead to
amorphisation due to thermoelectric migration [110]. Future
studies are needed to further understanding of this phe-
nomenon and to investigate in detail semiconductor devices
featuring ultimately miniaturise nanowire interconnects and
associated contacts. In this case, mass-transport effects due
to electromigration can be extremely destructive, and the
possibility to observe them in situ will result in optimised
device performance and address possible reliability issues.

Resistive heating of a nanowire or a nanotube can lead
to structural transformations equivalent to what can be
seen when the structures are annealed using in situ TEM
heating stage. Indeed, these can be visualised by imaging
the point of contact of the nanoprobe with the nanowire or
the nanotube after applying high potential. An important
question when performing in situ thermal experiments with
resistively heated specimens is regarding the exact tempera-
ture on the sample surface. Recently, a valuable method to
measure the temperature on the sample surface has been
demonstrated [111]. It uses microfabricated metal lines on
electron transparent silicon nitridemembranes that can carry
high electrical currents.The sample surface was decorated by
Aumetal nanoparticles that changed their morphology upon
heating andwere used as sample in situ thermometers.Melted
nanoparticles form unique temperature profile around the
metal line, thus visualising the temperature gradient on
the surface of the silicon nitride membrane. The obtained
results agree very well with the finite element modelling of
temperature distribution around a metal line.

By using the electrical nanoprobe to resistively heat indi-
vidual structures, it has been demonstrated that CNTs struc-
ture can be rectified by removing amorphous carbonmaterial
or nanotube kinks [112]. Formation of onion-type carbon,
metal carbides, and diffusion of catalytic metal nanoparticles
within the tube interior as well as deformation of metal
nanocontact have also been observed by this technique
[54, 113]. Similarly, Si, Ge, and compound semiconductor
nanowires have been contacted and resistively heated. To
the best of our knowledge, formation of metal silicides or
germanides has not been observed by this method. We, and
others, have observed formation of segmented Ge nanowires
within a Ge oxide shell as a result of excessive electrical
power [32]. Notably, this has been observed only with
nanowires having Ge oxide and poor electrical conductivity.
The mechanism of this transformation has not been fully
elucidated, but it is suggested that it is associated with mass-
transport induced breakages due to electrothermalmigration
and not Ge melting due to resistive heating.

A different approach for contacting and simultaneous
electrical testing was presented by Kallesøe and coworkers
[31]; the electrical contacting of Si nanowires was controlled
by influencing the epitaxial growth of Si nanowires formed on
conductive Si cantilever loops by Joel heating (Figure 7(b)).
Briefly, the metal catalysts were deposited by Au evaporation
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Figure 7: (a) TEM image of tow-terminal nanowire device using piezo-driven nanocontacting, inset corresponding I-V curve, adapted from
[30]. (b) Schematics of the microfabricated resistively heated loops used to grow and contact Si nanowires and corresponding sequence of
TEM images showing a nanowire approaching and contacting, adapted from [31]. (c) Sequence of TEM images demonstrating the function of
Ge nanowire-based NEMs device, inset: corresponding I-V curve showing sharp drop in current at jump-off the contact, adapted from [32].
(d) Sequence of TEM images of an Si nanowire subjected to bending stress demonstrating the formation of large number of defects, adapted
from [33].
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in UHV chamber after removing the native oxide, and the
growth temperature is maintained by resistive heating of
microfabricated cantilever loops. Arrhenius dependence of
the growth rate to the temperature was found, allowing
for calibration of the temperature distribution along the
heating loops by measuring the wire lengths. The growing
nanowires were brought into contact to an additional nearby
contacting loop, and the obtained devices were tested electri-
cally. Remarkably, when the contacting loop is kept cold by
having no current flowing through the loop, the approaching
metal tip of the growing nanowire changed its shape and
solidified, forming Si-Au-Si contacts.The change of the shape
of the metal tip is explained by the surface tension, which
reformed the liquidmetal droplet when being in contact with
the surface of the contacting loop. Such contacts showed
nonohmic highly resistive I-V curves. When the contacting
loop was resistively heated, the Au nanoparticle on the tip
of the growing NW migrated away, leaving Si-Si in contact
with better electrical performance. Certainly, such in situ
TEM studies are difficult to execute and control; moreover,
gating of the devices is not possible and requires at least three
electrical terminals.

3.3.2. Electrical Interfacing and Transformations of Nanowires
as Electrodes in Li-Ion Batteries. Another type of nanowire
device that has been recently assembled using the capabilities
of the in situ electrical probing TEM stage is a nanobattery.
The study of phase transitions during the operation of Li-
ion batteries has gained importance as cells with higher
energy and power densities, better cyclability, and durability
are now in demand [114]. A major problem with the anode
materials (industry standard is graphite) is reduced structural
integrity upon cycling; consequently, it has been suggested
that the graphite anode can be replaced by nanowirematerials
[115]. With the development of the electrical contacting
capabilities for TEM, it has become possible to observe, in
real time, structural transformations associated with Li-ion
charge/discharge reactions within single nanowire electro-
chemical cells called nanobatteries. Liu and Huang were the
first to demonstrate the assembly and operation of such a
cell, hence the major advances in this field have been recently
reviewed by the authors[11]. Briefly, all solid-state electro-
chemical cells can be assembled by attaching nanowires on
a metal contact tip that is brought into contact with metal
Li covered by solid-state electrolyte. The nanowire and nan-
otube materials that have been studied using this approach
include Si and Ge NWs [116, 117], CNTs and graphene
[11], ZnO, CuO [118], SnO

2

[11], and pure Al nanowires
[119]. The transformation mechanism during lithiation of the
anode material composed of a nanowire normally starts at
the contact of the nanowire tip with the electrolyte, and it
propagates along the nanowire axis.The exact morphological
changes of the nanowire anode are largely dependent on
the nanowire composition, but in all cases, there are a large
volume expansion and associated electrochemically driven
solid-sate amorphisation. For example, SnO

2

nanowires are
amorphised during lithiation by initially forming a large
number of mobile dislocations also known as “Medusa zone,”

while Si and Ge nanowires are transformed by formation
of amorphous Li

𝑥

Si or Li
𝑥

Ge shells on the surface that
increase in thicknesswith the lithiation time,which in the end
transform into crystalline Li

15

Si
4

or single crystalline Li
15

Ge
4

phase. The Al nanowires show volume expansion during
lithiation which is, in contrast to SnO

2

and Si nanowire
anodes, associated with formation of a large number of voids
along the whole nanowire length. Similarly, a multiwalled
carbon nanotube was subjected to lithiation resulting in
circumferential expansion and disorder in tube wall. The
lithiation-induced embrittlement of the tube that has not
been seen before in stark contrast to the extreme flexibility of
the pristine nanotubes.The delithiation process in nanowires
and nanotubes does not cause reversible transformations
in their structure. In contrast to phase change materials,
the transformations may result in formation of voids or
an interwoven porous network as in the case of Al and
Ge nanowires. Intriguingly, the porous nanowires exhibited
fast lithiation/delithiation rates and excellent mechanical
robustness, attributed to the high rate of lithium diffusion
and the porous network structure for facile stress relaxation,
respectively.

3.3.3. Performance of Nanowire-Based Mechanical and Elec-
tromechanical Systems Observed within the TEM. In an
attempt to follow Ge nanowire performance as nanoelec-
tromechanical systems (NEMS), we have explored the pos-
sibility of assembling two-terminal devices based on Ge
nanowires attached to a piezo-driven contact within the
TEM (Figure 7(c)) [32]. The function of the device is based
on delicately balancing electrostatic, elastic, and adhesion
forces between the nanowires and the contacts, which can be
controlled by the applied voltage. The advantage of using in
situ TEM technique is that the operation of the NEM device
including the switching between the ON-OFF states can be
visualised directly during the experiments. Additionally, the
position of the contacts and the length of the nanowire, from
the clamping point to the contact with the opposite electrode,
can be adjustedwithin the systemwithout the need to prepare
new specimens.This level of flexibility and fast control cannot
be achieved when NEM devices are prepared by electron
beam lithography and other techniques. We have demon-
strated that the switching processes in our NEM devices are
strongly dependent on the nanowire diameters, existence of
surface oxide, and most importantly well-developed single
crystalline structure of the Ge nanowires. In comparison to
NEM devices based on multiwalled CNTs measured under
similar conditions, Ge nanowires present amuchmore robust
and reliable NEM system.

The mechanical properties of nanowires or nanotubes
such as Young’s and bending modulus can be estimated
by applying alternating potential on one electrical terminal
with structures attached to it [7, 120, 121]. In these cases,
the nanowires or nanotubes act as cantilevers. When no
potential is applied, the nanowire or CNT cantilever will
start to oscillate due to thermal effects. After applying
alternating potential to the CNT, the fundamental mode of
vibration as well as its first harmonic can be excited and
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visualised by the TEM; the frequencies and the shapes of
the vibration modes demonstrated that the CNT acts as a
uniformly cantilevered beam [120]. According to the classical
elasticity theory, the resonant frequencies are dependent
on the CNTs diameter and proportional to the bending
modulus, hence the bending modulus of CNTs can be
determined by observing the resonant frequencies by in
situ TEM. Another approach is to use in situ TEM strain-
ing stages [19, 33, 59–64]. Single crystalline Cu domains
deposited on a microfabricated MEMs stage were subjected
to uniaxial strain while observing the structure at high
resolution [122]. It was demonstrated that large elasticity,
reaching ideal elastic limit, can be sustained by elongation
of the crystal lattice along the [001] direction. Similarly,
using AFM set-up within the TEM, grown Si nanowires
were elongated along their growth direction and showed
rapture without noticeable formation of defects [33]. The
raptured surface appeared perfectly cleaved along the [111]
set of planes. Moreover, it has been demonstrated that the
rapture strength increases with decreasing nanowire diam-
eters. In stark contrast, when bending stress was applied,
the Si nanowires were deformed by forming large number
of dislocations, followed by partial amorphisation and final
cracking (Figure 7(d)). Remarkably, the nanowires sustained
large amounts of bending strain (more than 20%–25%) before
complete failure.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

In conclusion, the present paper highlighted recent advances
in the in situ TEM instrumentation and operation con-
ditions which made the discovery of significant scientific
findings possible regarding the dynamics of the morphology,
structure, and composition of one-dimensional materials. By
presenting detailed discussion of several unique cases, it is
demonstrated how obtained dynamic data can be used to
reevaluate general formulation used to describe growth and
crystallisation thermodynamics and kinetics by accounting
for phenomenological differences, for example, stabilisation
of otherwise energetically improbable phase transitions due
to the nanoscale dimensions and/or far from equilibrium
growth. Furthermore, studies where direct measure of the
function of one-dimensional nanostructures within the TEM
are highlighted, pinpointing the importance of the capabili-
ties for in situ assembling and interfacing a nanowire-based
devices.

Technologically, the in situ TEM technique will play
increasingly important role in discovering novel transforma-
tion phenomena associated with nanoscale dimensions in
materials for which the growth and processing technology
is less mature. It is well documented that while Si has
dominated the semiconductor industry for many decades,
alternative materials (Ge, III-Vs, CNTs, and graphene) with
nanoscale dimensions are rapidly emerging as realistic com-
petitors and potential novel “building blocks” for revolution-
ary semiconductor technologies as outlined in the recent
ITRS roadmap. Similarly, such materials will play even great
role in addressing challenges in energy and environmental

applications. The difficulty is that such materials require
immerging or in some cases novel growth and processing
technologies such as, for example, laser thermal annealing
(LTA) versus conventional rapid thermal annealing (RTA),
alternative doping or deposition technologies, or devising
routes for defects-free growth of epitaxial layers and others.
For such processes, emerging materials and device architec-
tures detailed understanding of the transformations under
external stimuli at ultimate resolution is required and can be
supplied by in situ TEM.

On the other hand, it is clear that until now only a small
fraction of the developed growth and processing techniques
have found their route to detailed mechanistic examination
by the in situ TEM technique. Among them, solvothermal
growth conditions, although very popular, seem probably the
most unrealistic for in situ TEM investigation. These will
require novel design of the liquid cell by introducing, for
example, localised heating elements, mixing valves within
the microfluidic channels, and electron transparent windows
that can sustain high vapour pressure. If developed, they
will benefit the understanding of the growth mechanism for
semiconductor and oxide structures, such as, for example,
TiO
2

nanowires and nanotubes, nanosized zeolites, andmetal
and oxide nanoparticles, that are normally obtained by solvo-
thermal growth.

Increasing the complexity of the in situ TEM technique,
multimodal operation capable of applying and detecting
multiple signals in situ (besides those triggered by the
electron beam itself, taking part in theTEManalysis)will gain
importance. In situ TEM operations based on the multimode
approach that has not yet been demonstrated and that if
developed can strongly benefit the analysis as well as validate
the function of electronic and optoelectronic devices include

(i) observing transformations within a fully interfaced
device while applying mechanical or electrical stress
and recording in parallel its electrical or optical
response,

(ii) oppositely, following transformations in a device that
is electrically pumped or mechanically strained and
being able to detect in situ its light emission proper-
ties,

(iii) recording spatially resolved cathodoluminescence
(CL) signals from fully integrated device while apply-
ing a mechanical strain.

The significance of these approaches can only be seen if the
associated in situ TEM instrumentation is developed with
improved flexibility and adaptability to different types of
samples. From future metrology and device quality control
perspective, the demand will be in developing capabilities
for in situ TEM analyses of structures interfaced as a part
of prototype devices manufactured by industry compatible
technologies and not simple random nanowires as usually
achieved.
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